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Section A
Answer any 10 (1.5 marks each)

L,
show that the vector functions p(t) : lirl ,rh|) : lf;l are rinearrv

independent on any interval a 1t 1b.

v 
2. ls (e3', -"3') a solution of ff : 2a - u . Justify your answer.

#:3u*6a
3. Does there exist any homogeneous linear system of two unknown functions on an

interval -T12 < , < rf 2 suchthat its wronskian of two solutions is W(t) = sin(t)
on -rf 2 < t < Tl2 .Justify your answer.

4. Define Cauchy"product of two series and state a necessary condition for the cauchy
product of two convergent series to be convergent.

5. Determine the nature of the singularity of the point u : 0 of the differential equation
*4y" +(sinr)y:g.

5. Show that sin(r) and sen,(2r) are orthogonal with respect to the weight function
r(r) :1 on the interval 0 I r { r.

7. The sequence of functions {si,n(nn)}Lt is orthonormalized with respect to the weight
function r(r) :1- on the interval 0 I r ( zr. State true or false and justify your answer.

8. Find Ll4sin(2r) + 6rl.
v e. Find Ll4sin(t)cos(a) + Ze-*1.

10. Calculate Sx 
e-".sy,(ba) 

4*.

(1.5x10=15)

Section B

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

1'1'. Show that any linear combination of two solutions of the homogeneous linear system
dx du

ff : a1r * azy, # : brr * bzU is itself a solution of that system.

t2. Findthegeneralsollition of thesystem # : u l2y,* : S* *2y.
13' Show that z : 0, 1 are regular singular points of Gauss's Hypergeometric equation.
1'4. Find characteristic values and characteristic functions of the Strum - Liouville problem

d,u
d*, + \a: o,g(0) :0,y(i) :0
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15. Find Llsin'("*)l and Llcosz (ar)] without integrating. How are these two transforms
related to one another?

(5x4=20)

Answer .";TIff :arks each)

L7.L. Find particular solution of the linear system # : 3r * Sy, # : -2r -1- 59 that

satisfies the initial conditions x(0) = 5 and Y(0) = -1.

oR 
rs 412' 

Find the generalsolution of the homogeneous linear system + : l ', I r., ctt L_1 Bl
18.L. Verify that 0 is an ordinary point and then find the power series solution of the

differential equation y" - y' I ry : g.

OR

2. The equation rzy" - 3*A' + (4o + 4A: 0 has only one Frobenius series solution.
Find it.

Ls'1' consider the strum-Liouville problem *lrf{#1* lq(*) +.\r(r)l e : 0 with

boundary conditions Ag(a) -f A2gt(a): 0 and Bg(b) * B2gt(b) : g

where At, Az, Bt, Bz are real constants such that .r4.1 and A2 are not both zero

and .B1 and 82 are not both zero. Show that the characteristic funcions corresponding
to distinct characteristic values are orthogonal with respect to the weight function r(r)
ontheinterval a1r1b.

OR

2. Find characteristic values and characteristic functions of the Strum - Liouville problem

*(-#) + *a: 0, y'(1) :0,a'(e2n) : 0 where the parameter.\ is nonnegative.

20.1. Calculate the Laplace transfom of \/r and hence find LluTlzl.

OR

2. Define a cycloid and show that the curve of descent is a cycloid when T(y) : Ts, a
constant.

(10x4=40)


